Tap n Go Electronic Roll Towel Dispenser

Simply tap the paper to electronically trigger dispensing!

KEY OPERATING FEATURES
- No Touch: The paper you touch is the paper you take
- Cutting System: Tear Bar
- Paper mode: Hidden
- Activation: Electronic
- Emergency Feed: Manual override with turn knob

CONSTRUCTION
- Material: Impact and chemical resistant plastic
- Locks: Generic, fixed or proprietary keys

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
- Easiest loading electronic dispenser on the market. Simply place roll in holder, drape sheet down the front to cover the sensor & close cover
- Available in 2 colors, white & black
- Built in power-save feature

ROLL SPECIFICATIONS
- Roll height: 191-210mm
- Roll width: 210mm
- Core: 48mm

DISPENSER SPECIFICATIONS
- Height: 411mm
- Length: 242mm
- Width: 302mm

Illuminated paper target directs the user to point of contact

Manual feed system with side turn knob ensures that users can get paper even if batteries run out
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